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Second order differential expressions of the form w-‘( -(pf’)‘+qf) are 
considered for real-valued w z 0 on a real interval I with one singular end-point. 
Criteria are established for the expression to be Dirichlet and strong limit-point 
when p and q are permitted to be complex-valued. These extend criteria for 
real-valued coeilicients due to W. N. Everitt, H. Kalf and others. 0 1990 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the second order, ordinary quasi-differen- 
tial expression A4 defined by 
Mf=w-' (-bf')'+4f) on CL m), (1.1) 
where [1, m) is a real interval, --co <I-cm< +co with I a regular point 
and m singular. We assume p, q, and w satisfy 
(almost all x12 [l, m)); p-l, qEL,,,[1, m); 
w: [I, m) + R, w(x) > 0 
(1.2) 
(almost all x E [f, m)); WE &,[l, m). (1.3) 
It is assumed that in (1.1 ), f belongs to the maximal domain A defined 
by 
A = {f: Chm)-+@:L pf'EAC,,,C4 m);.L M.~EJ%CL~)), (1.4) 
where Lt[2, m) is the usual Hilbert space of functions which are square- 
integrable with respect to the weight w. Following standard practice we say 
that M is limit-point at m if for some ;1 E @ (and hence for all A E C) there 
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is at most one linearly independent solution to My = 2~ on [I, m) in 
L2,[1, m). Similarly we say M is 
(i) Strong limit-point at m if 
lim pf’g = 0 (f, iYEA). (1.5) m- 
(ii) Dirichlet at m if 
1 pi i”f’ and 14) ‘/‘f~ L’(Z, m) (fgA). (1.6) 
In [6] the connections both between these and also with other related 
properties were discussed under very general assumptions concerning w 
and complex-valued p and q. For the history of the use of these terms, espe- 
cially for complex-valued coefficients, see [6, Section 21 and the references 
cited there. Subsequently in [7] a survey was given of existing criteria for 
M to be strong limit-point, Dirichlet or conditional Dirichlet and most 
existing conditional Dirichlet criteria were extended from the real-valued to 
the complex-valued case. Limited criteria were also obtained for the 
Dirichlet property. For real-valued coefficients Kalfs criterion [S] is the 
most general for M to be Dirichlet and also strong limit-point. The main 
aim of the present work is to extend this to cover complex-valued coef- 
ficients. This is achieved in Sections 2 and 3 below. However, in [l, 
Theorem 21, Everitt gives a criterion which complements that of Kalf for 
real-valued coefficients o in Sections 4 and 5 we show how that may also 
be extended to complex p and q. 
The value of this work lies as much in the techniques used in achieving 
those extensions as in the results themselves. For details of the relationship 
between Dirichlet-type properties on the one hand and both the accretive- 
ness or dissipativeness of associated operators and integral inequalities on 
the other, we refer the reader to [7] and the references cited there. Since 
strong limit-point implies limit-point and since there are few existing limit- 
point criteria which cover general weight functions and complex 
coefficients, our results are also new as limit-point criteria. 
2. KALF'S CRITERION 
Analogous to Kalf [S] we let x,, E (f, m) and, since we shall assume 
Re(p(x)) > 0 for almost all x, we may define h(x) on Lx,,, m) by 
h(x)= 
1 
fZ’ (Wp(t)))-’ dt if (Re(p))-’ EL(I, m) 
1; UWpW))-’ dt if (Re(p))-’ $L(f, m). 
We also use the notation g’ = $( lg) * g) for any real-valued g. 
(2.1) 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let p, q, and w satisfy the basic conditions (1.2) and (1.3). 
Let Re(q) = q1 + q2, Im(q) = q3 + q4 where qr6 L,,,[f, m) (1 <r d 4). Sup- 
pose also that there are real constants T > 0, a E (0, 11, c > 0, 6 2 0, CI > 0, 
v 2 0, x1 E [x,, m), b, /3 with a6 < 1 and with the following properties: 
(i) Re(p(x)) > 0 and 0 < Im(p(x)) < 6. Re(p(x)) (almost all 
x E CL ml); 
(ii) ql(x) 2 +‘- 1)/(4 WAX)). (h(x))2) -bw(x) (XE Lx,, m)); 
&Jiii) Jx,q; I4 2 G (l-~)j~oRe(p)142 + cJX,wI4’ (xECxl,m), 
(IV) 43(x) 2 -4~’ - 1 )/(A Wp(x)) (h(x))2) - j?w(x) (x E [x,, m)); 
(v) jZ,,q: Id2 G qaj:0Re(p).lu’12 + ~~,Im(p).Ju’12 + vJ;,w 1~)~ 
(XE [x1, ml, uEd); 
(vi) SF0 (h(t))” w(t) dt = GO where 




a(1 +r)(l -a(Y) 
1+a2 
if pP1$L(l,m). 
Then M is Dirichlet and strong limit-point at m. 
Remarks 2.2. (a) Setting q3 = q4 = 6 = a = b = v = 0 recovers Kalf’s 
original result for real p and q 
(b) This result still holds (as do subsequent results) if Im(p) and 
Im(q) are both replaced by their negatives. 
(c) The assumption u =0 may be relaxed to a > -6 provided that 
when p-l E L(I, m) and r c 1 we also require Im(p(x))/Re(p(x))> -a 
(almost all x E [I, m)). We observe this because only then can one recover 
the following example. Let M,f= w ~ ’ { - (pof’)’ + (ql + q2)f) with 
pO, ql, and q2 all real and satisfying Kalf’s criterion. Let M= (1 + id)MO 
then Theorem 2.1 yields the same result for M by setting q3 = 6q,, q4 = 
6q,, c( = -6, a = 66, v = 6~. 
(d) It can also be seen from the proof that if p is real, so that we take 
6 = 0, then the form of a simplifies, reducing to the values in [S] and 
condition (iv) may be replaced by 
(iv)’ q3(x) 2 y/(4 ReMx))W))2) - Bw(x) (xc C-G, ml) for any 
YE IR. 
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(e) We observe that assumption (vi) concerning p and w is distinct 
from the assumption p-1’2w1’2$L(Z, ) m made in the results cited in [7, 
Section 21. 
v) As in [7] we can extend Theorem 2.1 by letting Jm(q) = 
q3 + q4 + q5, where q5 satisfies the additional assumption, 
1451 QK q1+ a(1 -z2) 
4 Re(p) .h* 
for some K<C’. 
Following [S, Example 21 for the real case, we may set 6 = 0, p = w = 1 
on [O,~~),t=l,q~=q~=O to obtain 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose qELloc[O, 00) and that (Re(q))) EL’(O, oo), 
(Wq)) ~ E L”Vh 00 1 f or some r>l and s>l then My= -y”+qy is 
Dirichlet and strong limit-point at co. 
In particular, this includes the earliest explicit Dirichlet and strong limit- 
point criterion for the complex case, due to Everitt, Giertz, and Weidmann 
[3, Theorem 11, in which it was assumed that complex-valued q E L’(0, co) 
withp=w=l and ral. 
Setting q2 = q4 = 0, z = a = 1, c = v = 0 and using Remark 2.2(c) yields 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let p, q, and w satisfy the basic conditions (1.2) and 
(1.3) and suppose there are real constants 6 > 0, t1,, 2 0, b, and /? such that 
(9 ReMx)) > 0 and a, 6 Im(p(x))/Re(p(x)) < 6 (almost all x E 
Cl, ml); 
(ii) Wq(x)) 3 -bw(x), Im(q(x)) > -/34x) (XE [x0, m)); 
(iii) Either p-’ E L(I, m) and w $ L(I, m) or p-l $ L(Z, m) and 
w(x)(JT (Re(p)))‘)“$ L(f, m) where 0 = 2(1 + a,6)/(1 +b2). 
Then A4 is Dirichlet and strong limit-point at m. 
In the real case (i.e., CI = 6 = 0) this includes Everitt and Wray’s result, 
[4, Theorem 3(i), (iii)(b)]. 
We also observe that although none of the criteria proved or cited in [7] 
was applicable on the bounded interval [I, 0) for 1~ 0 when w = I&(p) = 1 
the above criterion, Theorem 2.1, is applicable provided we require the 
constants to satisfy 
a(l-t)(l -a@< -1 
1+P ’ 
which, in particular, requires t > 1 (cf. [2] and [S] in the real case). 
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Finally, we comment hat the Dirichlet and strong limit-point criteria for 
complex coefficients given in [7, Theorems 4.1 and 5.21 can also be 
deduced from Theorem 2.1 above with t = 1, using Remark 2.2(f). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
We assume throughout that UELI. Since h’(x)= +(Re(p(x))))’ for XE 
[x0, m), with the minus sign if and only if (Re(p))-’ 6 L(I, m), although we 
may not assume u E A to be real-valued, we do have the following analogue 
of c5, (5)l: 
(3.1) 
for any s E Iw and XE [x,, m) where the minus (plus) sign applies when 
(Re(p))-’ E (4) L(1, m). Similarly [S, (6)] becomes 
u(x) u(x’) * 
o)“l’- (h(x’))@ 
for any real s # 1 and x, x’ E [x0, m). We also observe that for any 4 E R, 
(Re + 4 Im)(pu’ti) = (Re(p) + 4 Im(p)) . $(IuI’)’ 
+ (4 Re(p) - Im(p)) .Im(u’zi) (3.3) 
and for any 13 E [w, 
8 lu12 
Re(p) . h’ (3.4) 
NOW, for any 4 >, 0, x E [x,, m), s E R and 8 E R an integration by parts 
yields 
W + 4 Im) Jz wii(A424 +(b + c + i/l + iv)u) 
= -[(Re+~Im)pu’zYJ~o+~x(Re+~Im)p~u’~2 
x0 




using (iii) and (v); 
= - i (Re(p) + 4 Im(p))P ($)’ 
+ Urn(p) - 4 Re(p)) .Im(u’ti) 
(3.6) 
using (3.1), (3.3), and (3.4). Now we observe that the integral on the left 
in (3.6) converges as x + m and that each integrand on the right is non- 
negative. 
(I) Ifp-‘EL(Z,m) then we choose s=l-t so that T~-~-s(s--~) 
= 0. If 7 < 1 then we choose 0 = a(1 - 7). From assumption (vi) it then 
follows that whe = wh”“#L(I, m) so since u~L2,(1, m), there must be a 
sequence (x,) tending to m on which (cf. [S, (8)]) 
( > b12 I<() -q- ‘. (3.7) 
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Thus if any of the integrals on the right in (3.6) fails to converge at m for 
both ~+4 = 0 and 6, i.e., diverges to co, then for ~4 = 0 and 6 we must have 
CUmtd - 4 Retp)) Imb’W; 
++4-T,[(a+~)y]+ --oo (3.8) 
as n + co. However, the term in the second bracket is non-negative so we 
may deduce 
((Imtp) - 6 RetpI) ImtW)tx,J -+ --co 
(3.9) 
as n -+ co. Since Im(p) 20 and, by (i) (Im(p) - 6 Re(p)) 60, this is 
impossible. Thus 
4: b12? 41+ 
41- T2) ,u,2, 




Since c = 1 - r, u E Li(1, m), and r < 1 it follows from (vi) that there exists 
a sequence (y,) converging to m as n + co, on which 
MY”l 2 
MY,))‘- -+ O 
as n+co. (3.11) 
Setting x’ = y, in (3.2) with s = 1 - r and letting n + cc then yields that 
l44l’ 
h(x) +O as x--+m (3.12) 
in view of (3.10). Thus in (3.6), setting s = 1 and 0 = a( 1 - r), we may say 
that the expression on the left, evaluated at x = x, satisfies being 
> CWW - 4 RW) .Wu’i4lx,;l 
as n + cc and hence the same argument as above yields 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 14* 
Re(p) . h2 E Uh ml. 
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Therefore, setting s = 1 -z in (3.1), we have on account of (3.10) and (i) 
that p [u’[* E L(x,, m). 
In view of (ii), (iii), (v), and (3.10) we may deduce that 
91 I4*~ q2 I4*, q4 Id2 EUXo, m) (3.15) 
Finally, if q3 )uj* or q: Iu(* did not lie in L(x,, m) then in (3.5) the corre- 
sponding integral would diverge to + co, forcing Ipu’U(x)l + cc as x + m. 
But then, using an argument similar to the proof of [6, Theorem l(a)(i)], 
for sufficiently large x 
IPW’(4l a $(x, . 
I I 
The left hand side lies in L(xO, m) so lim,,, U(X) exists and is non-zero. 
However, u E Li(Z, W) and (vi) implies w 4 L(1, m) so we have a contra- 
diction. Thus 
q3 b12, si luI* E Uh m) 
proving A4 is Dirichlet at m. Since w $ L(f, m), we may deduce from 
[6, Theorem l(a)] that M is also strong limit-point at m. 
(II) If p-l EL(~, m) and z > 1 then in place of (I) above we begin by 
setting s=l-z and Q=a(l--~)(l -a6)(1+6*)-’ so that Q=a. The 
argument then follows mutatis mutandis as far as and including (3.10). The 
existence of the sequence (y,) satisfying (3.11) follows from the fact that 
wh”$ L(Z, m) implies w/r’-‘+ L(1, m) in this case (cf. [S, Remark 2.21). The 
proof then continues as far as (3.15) and in the subsequent argument by 
contradiction as far as obtaining that lim,,, lu(x)l exists and is non-zero. 
Then from (3.14) (Re(p).h*))‘= (h-‘)‘EL(x,, m) so lim,,, (h(x))-’ 
exists but from (2.1), h(x) + 0 as x + m, giving a contradiction as required. 
This proves the Dirichlet property and the argument used in [S] then 
proves the strong limit-point property also. 
(III) If p-‘$L(I,m) then we set s=l+r and 0=a(l+r)(l-~6) 
(1 +8*)-l so that 8 = rr. The argument again follows, with T replaced by 
-r in (3.10) and (3.11). Following (3.12) we set s= 1 and 8=a to deduce 
(3.14), following which we set s = 1 + r in (3.1). The rest of the argument 
follows as in II above since in this case h(x) + cc as x + m. 
4. EVERITT'S CRITERION 
To illustrate the need for a further criterion let us consider the special 
case of (1.1) with p=l on [l, cc), i.e., Mf=wpl(-f”+qf) on Cl, OZ). 
Theorem 2.1 above requires x’w(x) #L[l, co) for some suitable r 2 0; the 
criteria proved in [7] all require w 4 L[l, co); the criteria cited in [7, Sec- 
tion 21 require w”~$L[~, co). N one of these permits the weight function 
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w to be, for example, exponentially decreasing. However, Eve&t proved a 
Dirichlet and strong-limit point criterion for real-valued coefficients which 
when applied to this example only requires ezkxW(x) 4L[l, co) for some 
k >O [l, Theorem 2 and Corollary]. This complements other results by 
permitting, for example, w(x) = ePzkx for any constant k > 0, the penalty 
being a stricter condition on q. 
The condition placed on real-valued q in the general result in [ 1, (2.2)] 
was 
k2 >o q+(x)>---- 
P(X) 
and 
q- < Aw(x) (almost all x E [1, m)) (4.1) 
for some non-negative constant A and positive constant k. However, the 
first of these two conditions would imply q = q + > 0 so q _ = 0. The proof 
given there is nevertheless valid if (4.1) is replaced by 
46) 2 
k= 
- - Aw(x) 
P(X) 
(almost all x E [I, m)) (4.2) 
for any constants A and k > 0. We now state an extension of that result to 
complex-valued coefficients. Everitt commented that his pointwise restric- 
tion on q could be relaxed to include an integrability condition like that of 
Kalf. This has also been incorporated into the version we now give. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p, q, and w satisfy the basic conditions (1.2) and (1.3). 
Let Re(q)=q,+q2,1m(q)=q,+q4 where qlEL,,,[l,m) (lGrG4). 
Suppose there are real constants, 6 2 0, k > 0, a E (0, 11, xi E [I, pn), K> 0, 
a>--&b,c,p,v with&<1 andK6<1 such that 
(i) Re(p(x)) > 0 and 0~ Im(p(x)) < 6. Re(p(x)) (almost all XE 
CL ml); 
(ii) q,(x) > k=/Re(p(x)) - bw(x) (almost all x E [I, m)); 
uEAyii) jhi 14 2 < (l-a)j;Re(p).(u’12 + cj;wI~I’ (x~[xr,m), 
2 
(iv) q3(x) 2 -/?w(x) - K Iql(x)l (almost all x E [I, m)); 
(v) j; 44 b12 < aa f; Re(p) ]a’12 + j; Im(p) lu’l’ + v f; w 1u12 (xe 
[xl, ml, 24 Ed ); 
(vi) WE LU, ml, @e(p))-’ 4 LU, m), 
m 
w(x) ev 
={a(1 -a@(l-K@)“= (Re(p))-, dx= ho. 
I 1+6 1 
Then M is Dirichlet and Strong limit-point at m. 
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We observe that in addition to extending the range of weight functions 
w when p = 1 on [1, co), this criterion also extends the range of functions 
p when w = 1 on bounded intervals [/, m) (e.g., p(x) = --x on [ - 1,O) if 
ak = 4). 
As a further example, we observe that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 
are satisfied if p= 1 on [0, co), WEL(O, co) but w(x) e2k”$L(0, cc), 
Re(q(x)) k k* > 0 and for some 0 < $ < 7c/2, - @ < arg(q(x)) < 7c/2 (setting 
a=1,6=b=c=p=q,=cr=v=q2=0). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1 




provided rod < 1 and K4 < 1. Since each integrand is non-negative and 
using (ii) and (iv) this yields, 




>ka”*(l -a&“* (1 -K&l’* Iu(x)J*+O(i). (5.2) 
Using both 4 = 0 and 4 = 6 we suppose that either Re(p) (u’J*, 
(q, +bw) Iu(* or q: lul*$L(I,m). Then (5.1) would imply that (cf. (3.8)), 
(Re + $ Im) p(x). Re(u’G)(x) 
+ (4 Re - Im) p(x) .Im(u’ii(x)) + co as x-m (5.3) 
for C# = 0 and 6. Hence 
Re(p(x)) . Re(u’G)(x) + co as x+m (5.4) 
for if not we would have (3.9) holding, which yields the same contradiction 
as in Section 3. Now (5.4) implies that for some YE (x,, m), (lu(x)l’)‘> 
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(Re(p(x))-’ >O for almost all XE (y, m). As in [l, (5.3), (5.4)] this yields 
that lu(x)l + CC as x + m so choosing y0 E (y, m) so that lu(x)l > 1 for 
X2Y,, 
I x (Re(p) (uI~)-‘< ‘a (Re(p)))’ 1, 1 
-1 
< co (x E Ch m)). (5.5) 
YO Y 
Returning to (5.2) for x E (y, m) and recalling the expression used in (5.3) 
we have 
kali2(1 --cu?)“~ (1 -K6)‘12 lu(x)12<i(1 +G)Re(p)(lu(x)l’)‘+O(l) 
(almost all x E ( y, m)). (5.6) 
We have used the fact that the second term in the expression in (5.3) 
must be non-positive for at least one of the two values 4 =0 and 4 = 6. 
Following [l], let XE (yO, m), divide (5.6) by Re(p(x)) \u(x)l” and 
integrate over [vO, x] to give 
Wl -a6)(1 -WY2 
1+6 s 
x (Re(p) ,u,*)p’ 
YO 
G t l4Yo)l -2 + O(l) (xc Lb 4) (5.7) 
using (5.5). Now divide (5.6) by Re(p(x)) lu(x)l’ and integrate over 
Ch, xl to give 
eu -Ml -KW2 x (Re(p))-, 
1+6 I YO 
< In lu(x)l + 0( 1) (x E Lh m)) (5.8) 
using (5.7). Take exponentials of both sides, square, multiply by w(x) and 





2kMl -ml -fwP2 
1+6 I 
x (Re(p))-’ 1 dX YO 
<K s ' w lul'(z~[y~,rn)). 
YO 
Since u E Li[Z, m) this contradicts assumption (vi). Thus 
P lu’12, q1 b12, 4: M2~ UL m). 
It then follows from (iii) and (v) that 
q; lN2, q4 lu12 EUL m). 
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Further, if q3 Iu(’ or q,’ lu12$ L(1, m) then the argument of Section 3 
again gives the existence of the finite limit, lim, [u(x)1 #O. However, this 
conflicts with q1 Iu12 E L(Z, m) and the fact that (ii) and (vi) imply that 
q1 # L(I, m). This proves A4 is Dirichlet at m and since p-’ +! L(1, m), 
[6, Theorem l] yields that M is also strong limit-point at m. 
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